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ADCO Expands Ohio Polyurethane Manufacturing to Meet Growing
Customer Demand
Chagrin Falls, OH. - ADCO
Products, Inc., has recently
expanded manufacturing
capabilities in Chagrin Falls,
Ohio. The facility, which
primarily supports ADCO Roofing
Products’ Millennium One Step™
and Hurricane Force® brands of
two-component polyurethane
adhesives and sealants, has
nearly three times the
manufacturing footprint of the
former production plant. New
state-of-the-art computer
automated manufacturing
equipment was added to expand
production capabilities to
accommodate increasing
customer demand. “Roofing
professionals continue to demand greater options for fast, reliable, single-ply membrane
and insulation attachment, driving the growth of two-component polyurethane adhesives”,
said Glenn Frommer, President of ADCO Products, Inc. “The drive for increasing thermal
performance makes adhesives an attractive choice over mechanical fastening options.”
In addition to the new manufacturing equipment, raw material storage capacity was
increased to provide greater flexibility to handle our growing line of specialty products.
“Investing in the Ohio manufacturing plant reflects our commitment to both providing
customers with the highest quality products available, and expanding our line of innovative
new options for VOC-free, cold applied roofing adhesives”, Frommer said. “With the rapid
growth of our newer product lines such as Lockin’ Pocket™, Hurricane Force® Membrane
Adhesive, and One Step™ Green Insulation Adhesive, we simply outgrew the old facility.”
The company currently operates 2 additional manufacturing plants in the U.S. and has over
40 years of experience in developing and manufacturing polyurethane, butyl, acrylics,
polysulfide, and MS polymer based adhesives, sealants and tapes. For more information
call 800-248-4010 or visit www.adcocorp.com.
Editorial Contact: For more information please contact Jason Wysong at 888-564-9733,
ext. 1601 or Connie Kearns at 800-248-4010, ext. 7110.
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